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IMPORTANT: Directions for use are given for guidance only and are not intended to form part of any contract. They should be varied or adapted to suit your 
particular materials or conditions of use. Goods supplied by the company are made to approved standards from the highest quality raw materials but no warranty or 
guarantee is given as to their suitability for any particular purpose or application, and no liability is accepted for any loss or damage arising directly or indirectly from 
the use of the Company’s products irrespective of any information given to us as to intended use of such products. It is therefore recommended that prospective 
users should test a sample of this product under their own conditions to satisfy themselves that the product is suitable for the purpose intended.
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1 Place the InnoGain MGM in the holes in the InnoGain C. 

Plug an InnoGain MB (Mini Block) in the InnoGain C where holes 
are not created in concrete.

2 Attach the InnoGain C on the wood formwork with 3 wingbolts KO10.

3 After casting and the concrete has cured remove the wingbolts KO10.

4 When the formwork is removed pull out all the InnoGain MGM 
gainmakers with the pull out key M8.

5 Remove the InnoGain C with the pull out key KO10.

6 Result a clear dust free profiled anti tapered hole.

INSTALLATION 
GUIDE

InnoGain C Wood formwork
IMPORTANT REMARKS
a. Care should be taken to avoid sharp edges which may damage the flexible 

outer cover.

b. InnoGain should only be used in concrete.

c. Always ensure the InnoGain is pulled squarely from the concrete.

Seal the remaining holes in concrete with Innogain MB cover caps if required.
Fill the recesses to manufacture’s specifications with an approved Chemical Mortar. Install the bars in the recess as per the 
Chemical mortar manufacturer’s instructions. Once complete, the starter bars are ready for use.
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